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Lesson Plan:  Employee or Entrepreneur? 

 

Objectives: 

TSW evaluate their employment interests and strengths.  

TSW be able to define entrepreneurship. 

TSW demonstrate an understanding of the similarities and differences of an employee and 

entrepreneur. 

TSW be able to identify the characteristics of a successful entrepreneur. 

TSW evaluate how entrepreneurial character traits influence career opportunities. 

 

State Standards: 

 

Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening 

1.2.8.A Read and understand essential content of informational texts and documents in all 

             academic areas. 

1.6.8.E. Participate in small and large group discussions and presentations. 

 

Career Education and Work 

13.4.8.A Compare and contrast entrepreneurship to traditional employment. 

13.4.8.B Evaluate how entrepreneurial character traits influence career opportunities. 

 

Materials:   

Chart paper 

Resource #1 Employee or Entrepreneur Survey  

Resource #2 Employee or Entrepreneur? Article(on grade level reading) 

Resource #2A Employee or Entrepreneur? Article (lower reading level reading) 

Resource #3 Venn Diagram: Employee or Entrepreneur 

Resource #4 List of Character Traits for A Successful Entrepreneur  

 

Anticipatory Set 

“How many of you have thought about what type of employment you would like to pursue 

in the future?  I am sure many of you have family or friends who work outside the home to 

make a living for themselves or their families. Let’s think about those specific people and 

give me an example of the type of job that they have. Teacher will compile the list on chart 

paper writing them in categories – medical, education, service, food, industrial, etc. If you 

noticed when I wrote these jobs on the board I automatically placed them in categories.  

Who can give a specific title to name these categories? As you can see there are many 

types of employment just within our classroom survey. With a show of hands does anyone 

know of someone who owns any of these types of employment?  Depending on the 

responses the teacher may ask the students if they know of anyone who owns their own 

business.  Does anyone know what we call someone who owns their own business? 

(entrepreneur) Today we are going to read about people who work for other people and 

people who own their own business.  As we are reading and learning today, I would like 



each one of you to think about your skills and abilities and be able to evaluate your 

interest to want to own a business.    

Procedures of Lesson: 

1.  The teacher will hand out the Employee or Entrepreneur Survey.  The students will 

complete  

     the survey independently.  Discussion:  Looking at your survey, please count the 

number of 

     Yes and the number of No response.  If you have answered more Yes than No 

responses,  

     you may be someone who could be successful in owning their own business.  If you 

have  

     answered more No than Yes responses, you will be able to learn the characteristics 

that  

     could make you successful in owning your own business. 

 

2.  Teacher will hand out the Employee vs. Entrepreneur Article and an Employee vs. Venn  

     Entrepreneur Diagram.  Students will read the article independently using a successful 

reading 

     strategy and complete the similarities and differences between an employee and an 

entrepreneur. 

 

 

3.  After students complete the Venn diagram they should work in small groups to share their 

     answers.  The teacher will allow the students to discuss their responses and to clarify 

     their answers. 

 

4.  The teacher will discuss the article using the Venn diagram for class discussion.   

Entrepreneur – makes decisions, sets own work hours and hours of employees, hires 

people, decides how to spend money, possibly become wealthy, have good planning 

skills,  

lots of variety in everyday job, could lose personal money, little free time, other 

personal 

risks 

 

Employee – works set hours, your ideas may not matter, must obey decisions from 

boss, 

can lose employment without notice, may have to do the same thing every day, can 

switch jobs without taking a huge personal loss 

 

Both – will earn money, should have good work ethic, stress, should be good in 

relating 

to people, can oversee others, can make decisions 

 

 

5.  The teacher will pass out Successful Traits of an Entrepreneur and discuss this list with  

     the students.  The teacher should emphasize that people who are entrepreneurs may not 

     have all the characteristics but they have many of them to be successful. 

 

Closure 



 

Today we have read and discussed many characteristics that make an entrepreneur 

successful.  On a half sheet of paper, please write three characteristics that you have that 

would make you a successful entrepreneur.  Teacher will use these exit slips to assess 

students understanding of the lesson and that they can identify what makes a successful 

entrepreneur.  

      


